Converting Point Symbols from ArcMap to QGIS

Charles Altendorf
Step 1 - Isolate Symbol in ArcMap
Step 2 - Increase Symbol Size
Step 2- Increase Symbol Size
Step 3 - Switch to Layout View
Step 4 - Select Feature and Convert to Graphic
Step 4 - Select Feature and Convert to Graphic
Step 4 - Select Feature and Convert to Graphic
Step 5 - Clear Selection
Step 6 - Select the newly created Element
Step 6 - Select the newly created Element
Step 7-Copy Element onto Windows clipboard and Paste into Paint
Step 8 - Save file as .bmp
Step 9-Download Inkscape software and save as .svg
Step 10-Open QGIS and select the properties of the layer
Step 11-Change symbolization from simple marker to svg marker
Step 12-Scroll to bottom and select svg file
Step 13-Symbology is inserted